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Federation vs. Partitioning vs. Sharding

A federation is a set of things (usually states or regions) that 

together compose a centralized unit but each individually 

maintains some aspect of autonomy. 

In databases, it means that several databases hold information, 

but certain instances are completely responsible for different 

portions of the data commonly based off characteristics of the 

data itself.

Federation is typically across machines. 

Federation more often applies to schemes that divide on logical 

boundaries, i.e. different geographic locations.   

Another common example is federating 

based on quality of service (paying users 

vs. free users).  
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Horizontal partitioning 

The concept of “Divide and Conquer”.
“Dividing Tables and Indexes into manageable pieces.”

Where selected subsets of rows are placed in different tables. 

When a view is created over all the tables, and queries directed 

to the view, the result is a partitioned view. 

Chicago NY LA

Unique 

Regional ID

Vertical partitioning 

The columns of a very wide table are spread across multiple 
tables containing distinct subsets of the columns with the same 

number of rows.

The result is multiple tables containing the same number of 

rows but different columns, usually with the same primary key 
column in each table.  

Checking Savings Visa

Customer 

SSN
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Database partitioning

Multiple physical tables are no longer involved. 

When a table is created as a partitioned table, database 

automatically places the table's rows in the correct partition, 

and database maintains the partitions behind the scenes. 

You can then perform maintenance operations on individual 

partitions, and properly filtered queries will access only the 

correct partitions. 

But it is still one table as far as database is concerned.

< 1/1/2014 1/1/2004 – 12/31/2014 > 1/1/2015

Year 

Different Methods of Partitioning in Oracle   

Partitioning 
Method

Brief Description

Range 
Partitioning

Used when there are logical ranges of data.  Possible 
usage: dates, part numbers, and serial numbers.

Hash 
Partitioning

Used to spread data evenly over partitions.  Possible 
usage: data has no logical groupings.

List 
Partitioning

Used to list together unrelated data into partitions. 

Possible usage: a number of states list partitioned into a 
region. 

Composite 

Range-Hash 
Partitioning

Used to range partition first, then spreads data into hash 

partitions.  Possible usage: range partition by date of 

birth then hash partition by name; store the results into 
the hash partitions. 

Composite 

Range-List 
Partitioning 

Used to range partition first, then spreads data into list 

partitions.  Possible usage: range partition by date of 

birth then list partition by state, then store the results 
into the list partitions.
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Single-level Partitioning 

MongoDB computes a hash 
of a field’s value, and then 

uses these hashes to create 
chunks ensuring a more 
random distribution of a 
collection in the cluster.

Composite Partitioning 

Jan-Feb

Mar-Apr

May-Jun

Jun-Jul
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Why Partition?

Benefits
Each partition is stored in its own physical location and can be managed 
individually.
It can function independently of the other partitions, thus providing a 
structure that can be better tuned for availability and performance.
Operations on partitioned tables and indexes are performed in parallel by 
assigning different parallel execution servers. 

It’s entirely transparent to query statements, partitioning can be applied 
to almost any application.

Storing partitions in separate location enables you to:
Reduce the possibility of data corruption in multiple partitions 
Control the mapping of partitions to disk drives (important for balancing 
I/O load) 
Improve manageability, availability, and performance 

Partitioning is useful for many different types of applications, 

particularly applications that manage large volumes of data. 

OLTP systems often benefit from improvements in manageability and 
availability.

Data warehousing systems benefit from performance and manageability

� What Is Sharding?

A shard is a piece of broken ceramic, glass, rock (or some 

other hard material) and is often sharp and dangerous. 

Sharding is physically breaking large data into smaller pieces 

(shards) of data.

The trick is putting them back together again…

Sharding:  A database architecture 

that enables horizontal scaling by 

splitting data into key ranges among 

two or more replica sets. This 

architecture is also known as “range-
based partitioning.” 
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� Introduction to Sharding

Sharding refers to the process of splitting data up and storing 

different portions of the data on different machines; the term 

partitioning is also sometimes used to describe this concept. 

By splitting data up across machines, it becomes possible to store 

more data and handle more load without requiring large or powerful 

machines.

Manual sharding can be done with almost any database software. 

When an application maintains connections to several different 

database servers, each of which are completely independent. 

The application code manages storing different data on different servers 
and querying against the appropriate server to get data back. 

This approach can work well but becomes difficult to maintain when 
adding or removing nodes from the cluster or in the face of changing 
data distributions or load patterns.

MongoDB supports autosharding, which eliminates some of the 

administrative headaches of manual sharding. The cluster handles 

splitting up data and rebalancing automatically.

� Introduction to Sharding

Vertical scaling adds more CPU and storage resources to 

increase capacity. Scaling by adding capacity has limitations:

high performance systems with large numbers of CPUs and 

large amount of RAM are disproportionately more expensive 

than smaller systems. Additionally, cloud-based providers 

may only allow users to provision smaller instances. 

As a result there is a practical maximum capability for 

vertical scaling.

Sharding, or horizontal scaling, by contrast, divides the data set 

and distributes the data over multiple servers, or shards. 

Each shard is an independent database, and collectively, the 

shards make up a single logical database.
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Sharding vs. nonSharding

In a non-sharded MongoDB setup, you would have a client 

(mongo shell) connecting to a mongod process. 

In a sharded setup, the client connects to a mongos process, 

which abstracts the sharding away from the application. From 

the application’s point of view, a sharded setup looks just like a 

non-sharded setup. There is no need to change application 

code when you need to scale.

Non-sharded client connection Sharded client connection

Sharding

• Sharding reduces the number of operations each shard 

handles. Each shard processes fewer operations as the 

cluster grows. 

• As a result, a cluster can increase capacity and 

throughput horizontally.

• To insert data, the application only needs to access the 

shard responsible for that record.

• Sharding reduces the amount of data that each server 

needs to store. Each shard stores less data as the 

cluster grows.

• For example, if a database has a 1 terabyte data set, 

and there are 4 shards, then each shard might hold 

only 256GB of data. If there are 40 shards, then each 

shard might hold only 25GB of data.
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Sharding and Sharing

Sharding uses the “shared nothing” model

Each server has its own data (chunk) & processor (mongod) 

The functionality of “shared nothing” is:

A controlling node, mongos, receives the query 

It then sends the query to the other nodes

Each gets its data and sends it to the controlling node

The controlling node unifies or aggregates the result sets

You’ve run out of disk space on your current machine.

You want to write data faster than a single mongod can handle.

You want to keep a larger proportion of data in memory to 

improve performance.

In general, you should start with a non-sharded setup and 

convert it to a sharded one, if and when you need.

When to Shard

MongoDB Sharding Model and Process

MongoDB sharding effectively provide an unlimited size for 

data collection, which is important for any big data scenario. 

Sharding Process: A collection can be partitioned (by a 

partition key) into chunks (which can be a key range) and have 

chunks distributed across multiple shards.

Sharding Model: Load balance write-request in MongoDB 

shards.  

Auto Sharding: use a shard index of a one or more fields as 

the shard key to partition data across your sharded cluster.

Hash Sharding: use a hashed index of a single field as 

the shard key to partition data across your sharded cluster.

Tag Aware Sharding: Assign specific ranges of a shard 

key with a specific shard or subset of shards. This association 

dictates the policy of the cluster balancer process as it 

balances the chunks around the cluster. 
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� Auto Sharding in MongoDB

The basic concept behind MongoDB’s sharding is to break up 

collections into smaller chunks. 

These chunks can be distributed across shards so that each 

shard is responsible for a subset of the total data set. 

Application doesn’t need to know what shard has what data, or 

even that our data is broken up across multiple shards, so we 

run a routing process called mongos in front of the shards. 

Mongos knows where all of the data is located, so applications 

can connect to it and issue requests normally. 

It’s transparent to applications: It still connects to a normal 

mongod. The router, knowing what data is on which shard, is 

able to forward the requests to the appropriate shard(s).

If there are responses to the request, the router, mongos,

collects them and sends them back to the application.

Sharded Cluster Components

Sharded cluster: The set of nodes comprising a sharded 

MongoDB deployment. 

Sharding occurs within a sharded cluster.   

Shards: Each shard is a separate mongod instance or replica set 

that holds a portion of the database collections.

Config server: Each config server is a mongod instance that 

holds metadata about the cluster. 

The mongos: Routes the reads and writes to the shards.

Replica set

Mongod

Shard

Config server

Router – mongos

Client (app)

� Collection

� Shard Key

� Chunk 
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Shards

Each shard consists of one or more servers and stores data 

using mongod processes.  

In a production situation, each shard will consist of multiple 

servers to ensure availability and automated failover. 

The set of servers/mongod process within the shard comprise a 

replica set. 

In MongoDB, sharding is the tool for scaling a system, and 

replication is the tool for data safety, high availability, and 

disaster recovery. 

For testing, you can use sharding with a single mongod

instance per shard.  

Production databases typically need redundancy, so they use 

replica sets.

Config Server

The config server(s) store the cluster's metadata, which 

includes basic information on each shard server and the 

chunks contained therein.

Chunk information is the main data stored by the config

servers.  Each config server has a complete copy of all chunk 

information.  

A two-phase commit is used to ensure the consistency of the 

configuration data among the config servers.

Config server use their own replication model; they are not run 

in as a replica set.

If any of the config servers is down, the cluster's meta-data 

goes read only. 

However, even in such a failure state, the MongoDB cluster can 

still be read from and written to.
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Routing Processes (mongos)

The mongos process can be thought of as a routing and 

coordination process that makes the various components of the 

cluster look like a single system.  

When receiving client requests, the mongos process routes the 

request to the appropriate server(s) and merges any results to 

be sent back to the client.

mongos processes have no persistent state; rather, they pull 

their state from the config server on startup. 

Any changes that occur on the config servers are propagated to 

each mongos process.

mongos processes can run on any server desired. They may 

be run on the shard servers themselves, but are lightweight 

enough to exist on each application server. 

There are no limits on the number of mongos processes that can 

be run simultaneously since these processes do not coordinate 

between one another.

Shard Keys

To partition a collection, we specify a shard key pattern.  This 

pattern is similar to the key pattern used to define an index; it 

names one or more fields to define the key upon which we 

distribute data.  

MongoDB's sharding is order-preserving; adjacent data by 

shard key tend to be on the same server. The config server 
stores all the metadata indicating the location of data by range:

{ state: 1 }

{ name: 1 }

{ _id: 1 }

{ lastname: 1, firstname: 1 }

{ tag: 1, timestamp: -1 }
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Shard Keys and Index Keys

All sharded collections must have an index that 

starts with the shard key; i.e. the index can be an 

index on the shard key or a compound index 

where the shard key is a prefix of the index.

If you shard a collection without any documents 

and without such an index, the shardCollection

command will create the index on the shard key. 

If the collection already has documents, you must 

create the index before using shardCollection.

The Key to Sharding: Shard Keys

When set up sharding, you choose a key from a collection and 

use that key’s values, shard key, to split up the data. 

Example: A collection of documents representing people. If we 

chose "name" as our shard key.  We have three shards with 

names ranging from A to Z. 

The first shard could hold names from A–F

The next shard could hold names from G–P

The final shard would hold names from Q–Z. 

Different queries will be executed in different ways:

> db.people.find({name: "Susan"})

mongos will send this query directly to the Q–Z shard, receive a 

response from that shard, and send it to the client.

> db.people.find({name: {"$lt" : "L"}})

mongos will send the query to the A–F and G–P shards in serial. 

It will forward their responses to the client.
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Picking a shard key

Cardinality: refers to the uniqueness of data values contained in a 

column. 

High cardinality means that the column contains a large 

percentage of totally unique values. 

Low cardinality means that the column contains a lot of “repeats” 

in its data range. 

Optimize routing and balancing

Minimize (unnecessary) traffic

Allow best scaling

Presplitting -- incremental (time based, object_id, auto increment) vs. 

segmented access

What will you pick for sharding key? 

Customer Name

Salutations

Gender

Education

Job

City

Zip Code

E-mail

Phone 

Hobbies
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Shard Key Characteristics

Shard key is used to partition your collection

A single partition key will be specified for each collection that 

is stored in the sharding cluster. 

Shard key must exist in every document

Shard key is immutable

Shard key values are immutable

Shard key must be indexed

Shard key is used to route requests to shards

The key space of the partition key is divided into contiguous 

key range called chunk, which is hosted by corresponding 

shards.

Chunks

Chunk is a contiguous range of data from a particular collection.  

Chunks are described as a triple of collection, minKey, and 

maxKey. The shard key K of a given document assigns that 

document to the chunk where minKey <= K < maxKey.

Chunks grow to a maximum size - 64MB.  Once a chunk has 

reached that approximate size, the chunk splits into two new 

chunks.  When a particular shard has excess data, chunks will 

then migrate to other shards in the system.  

When choosing a shard key, the values must be of high enough 

cardinality (granular enough) that data can be broken into many 

chunks and distribute-able. 
If we are sharding on name, if a huge number of users had the same 
name, that could be problematic as all documents involving that name 
would be in a single undivided chunk. With names that typically does not 
happen and thus name is a reasonable choice as a shard key.

If it is possible that a single value within the shard key range might grow 
exceptionally large, it is best to use a compound shard key instead so 
that further discrimination of the values will be possible.
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The key space

{x: 10} {x: -5} {x: -9} {x: 7} {x: 6} {x: 0}

{x: 0}{x: 6}{x: 7}{x: -5}{x: 10} {x: -9}

Inserting data

Shard field X

Inserting data

{x: 7}{x: -5} {x: 10}{x: -9} {x: 0} {x: 6}

Inserting more data

{x: 0} {x: 6} {x: 7}{x: -5} {x: 10}{x: -9}

{x: 9}{x: -7} {x: 3}

Chunk range and size
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Chunk splitting

A chunk is split once documents exceed the maximum size (ie. 

64 MB)

There is no split point if all documents have the same shard key

Chunk split is a logical operation (no data is moved)

If split creates too large of a discrepancy of chunk count across 

cluster a balancing round starts to rebalance

Can shard be different sizes? 

Yes, you can control the size. 

In general, keep one size fits all

{x: 0} {x: 6} {x: 7}{x: -5} {x: 10}{x: -9}

{x: 0}{x: -5}{x: -9} {x: 6} {x: 7} {x: 10}

Operation Types

Operations on a sharded system fall into one of two categories: 

Targeted operations: The mongos communicates with a very 

small number of shards -- often a single shard.  The targeted 

operations are quite efficient.

Global operations: The mongos process reaching out to all 

(or most) shards in the system.

> db.people.find().sort({email: 1})

mongos will query all of the shards and do a merge sort 

when it gets the results to make sure it is returning them in the 

correct order. 

> db.people.find({email: "joe@example.com"})

mongos does not keep track of the "email" key, so it doesn’t

know which shard to send this to.  Thus, it sends the query to 

all of the shards in serial.
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Example: Assume a shard key of { x : 1 }.

Cluster Request Routing

Targeted Queries

Scatter Gather Queries

Scatter Gather Queries with Sort
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Cluster Request Routing: Targeted Query

Query contains the shard key field Routable request received

Request routed to 
appropriate shard Shard returns results Mongos returns results 

to client

Field you are 
sharing on, e.g. 

X=1

Config server

know which shard 
has X=1

Cluster Request Routing: 

Non-Targeted Query

Scatter Gather Queries

Non-Targeted Request Received

Request sent to 

all shards
Shards return 

results to mongos

Mongos returns 
results to client

no filters, no criteria
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Cluster Request Routing: 

Non-Targeted Query

Cluster Request Routing: Non-Targeted Query with Sort
Non-Targeted Request 

with sort Received

Request sent to 

all shards
Query and sort 
performed locally

Shards return 

results to mongos

Mongos merges sorted results

The mongos doesn’t have to load the 
whole set into memory since each shard 
sorts locally. The mongos can just get 
more from the shards as needed and 
incrementally return results to the client.

Mongos returns results to client
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Example: Sharding an Existing Collection

Suppose we have an existing collection of logs and we want to 

shard it. If we enable sharding and tell MongoDB to use 

"timestamp" as the shard key, we’ll have a single shard with 

all of our data. We can insert any data we’d like, and it will all 

go to that one shard.

Now, suppose we add a new shard. Once this shard is up and 

running, MongoDB will break up the collection into two pieces, 

called chunks. A chunk contains all of the documents for a 

range of values for the shard key, so one chunk would have 

documents with a timestamp value between -∞ and 12/31/2013, 

and the other chunk would have timestamps between 1/1/2014 

and ∞. One of these chunks would then be moved to the new 

shard.

If we get a new document with a timestamp value before

12/31/2013, we’ll add that to the first chunk; otherwise, we’ll 

add the document to the second chunk.

Data distribution

MinKey to 0 lives on Shard1

0 to MaxKey lives on Shard2

Mongos routes queries appropriately

Mongos routes data

minKey � 0 0 � maxKey

db.test.insert({ x: -1000 })
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minKey � 0 0 � maxKey

db.test.insert(… more … })

minKey � 0 0 � maxKey

Unbalanced shards

Balancing - Moving the chunk

One chunk of data is copied from Shard 1 to Shard 2

In order to minimize the impact of balancing on the cluster, the 

balancer will not begin balancing until the distribution of chunks has 

reached certain thresholds. 

These thresholds apply to the difference in number of chunks

between the shard with the greatest number of chunks and the shard 

with the least number of chunks. 
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Committing Migration

Source shard deletes moved data

Must wait for open cursors to either close or time out

NoTimeout cursors may prevent the release of the lock

Mongos releases the balancer lock after old chunks are deleted

Other mongos' have to find out about new configuration

� Moving data is expensive (i/o, network bandwidth)

� Moving many chunks takes a long time (can only move one chunk at a time)

� Balancing and migrations compete for resources with your application

� Sharding Setup Step-by-Step 

1. Start up a config server, because mongos uses it to get its 

configuration. The config server can be started like any other 

mongod process:

Create a new subdirectory C:\data\configdb

mongod –configsvr --rest

By default, config server will use port 27019

A config server does not need much space or resources. (A generous 
estimate is 1KB of config server space per 200MB of actual data.)

2. Start a mongos process for your application to connect to. 

Routing servers don’t even need a data directory, but they need to 

know where the config server is:

mongos --configdb localhost:27019

Shard administration is always done through a mongos.

3. Adding a shard: A shard is just a normal mongod

Create a new subdirectory C:\mongodb\shard1

mongod -shardsvr --dbpath shard1 --port 10000
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Sharding Setup Step-by-Step 

Now we’ll connect to the mongos process we started and add the 

shard to the cluster.

4. Start up a shell connected to your mongos:

mongo  

Make sure you’re connected to mongos, not a mongod. 

5. Add shard(s):

> use admin

> sh.addShard("localhost:10000")

6. Sharding data

MongoDB won’t just distribute every piece of data you’ve stored.  You 
have to explicitly turn sharding on both the database and collection. 

Example: Shard the bar collection in the foo database on the "_id" key. 

> use config

> sh.enableSharding("foo")

> sh.shardCollection("foo.bar", {_id: 1})

Sharding Data

Sharding a database results in its collections being stored on 

different shards and is a prerequisite to sharding one of its 

collections.

Now the collection will be sharded by the "_id" key. When we 

start adding data, it will automatically distribute itself across our 

shards based on the values of "_id".

The example is fine for trying sharding or for development.

However, when you move an application into production, you’ll 

want a more robust setup. To set up sharding with no points of 

failure, you’ll need the following:

Multiple config servers

Multiple mongos servers

Replica sets for each shard
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A Production Configuration

Setting up multiple config servers is the same as setting up one; 

you just do it multiple times:

Create multiple subdirectories C:\data\configdb1, configdb2, etc.

mongod --configsvr --dbpath C:\data\configdb1 --port 20001

mongod --configsvr --dbpath C:\data\configdb2 --port 20002

Start a mongos, you should connect it to all config servers:

mongos --configdb localhost:20001, localhost:20002 

Config servers use two-phase commit, not the normal MongoDB 

asynchronous replication, to maintain separate copies of the 

cluster’s configuration. 

This ensures that they always have a consistent view of the 

cluster’s state.  If a single config server is down, the cluster’s 

configuration information will go read-only. 

Clients are still able to do both reads and writes, but no rebalancing

will happen until all of the config servers are back up.

Balancing and Failover

Balancing is necessary when the load on any one shard node 

grows out of proportion with the remaining nodes. In this 

situation, the data must be redistributed to equalize load 

across shards.

As you added (or removed) shards, MongoDB would rebalance 

this data so that each shard was getting a balanced amount of 

traffic and a sensible amount of data.  

Failover is also quite important since proper system functioning 

requires that each logical shard be always online. Each shard 

consists of more than one machine in a configuration known as 

a replica set. 

A replica set is a set of many servers, each of which contains a 

replica of the entire data set for the given shard. One of the many 

servers in a replica set will always be primary.  If the primary fails, 

the remaining replicas are capable of electing a new master.
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� Shard Demo – Step 1

4 processes: 2 shards + config srver + mongos

mongod --shardsvr --port 10001  --dbpath shard1 --rest

mongod --shardsvr --port 10002  --dbpath shard2 --rest

mongod --configsvr --rest 

mongos --configdb localhost:27019

Shard Demo – Step 2

Run the mongos shell to set up 2 shards and check the status:

mongos> use admin

mongos> sh.addShard("127.0.0.1:10001")

mongos> sh.addShard(“127.0.0.1: 10002")   

mongos> sh.status()   
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sh.addShard(host)

Use this method to add a database instance or replica set to a 

sharded cluster.  This method must be run on a mongos
instance. The host parameter can be in any of the following 

forms:

[hostname] 

[hostname]:[port] 

[set]/[hostname] 

[set]/[hostname],[hostname]:port 

Do not use localhost for the hostname unless your 

configuration server is also running on localhost.

A shared cluster can deploy shards across a replica set.  

To add a shard on a replica set you must specify the name of the 

replica set and the hostname of at least one member of the replica 

set. 

> sh.addShard("localhost:10001")

Shard Demo – Step 3

Enable sharding for a database (testdb) and collection (testco)

mongos> db.chunks.find()

mongos> sh.enableSharding ("testdb")

mongos> sh.shardCollection("testdb.testco", {name: 1})

mongos> db.testco.getIndexes()
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Shard Demo – Step 4

Populate the testco collection (indexed by name) with 1005 

sample records:

mongos> use testdb

mongos> db.testco.ensureIndex({name: 1})

db.testco.save({name: "Frank", Age:56, Job: "Accountant", State: "NY"})

db.testco.save({name: "Bill" , Age:23, State: "CA"})

db.testco.save({name: "Janet", Age:34, Job: "Dancer"})

db.testco.save({name: "Andy",  Age:44})

db.testco.save({name: "Zach",  Age:23, Job: "Fireman", State: "CA"})

Shard Demo – Step 5

i=1;

while (i<=1000) 

{  j=1;  

while (j<=1000)   

{db.testco.save({name:"Person("+i+","+j+")", Age:i+j});    

j = j+1 };  

i=i+1; };
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Shard Demo – Step 6

> db.testco.getIndexes()

> sh.status()

Shard Demo – Step 7

> use config

> db.chunks.find()   Chunk information is stored in the chunks collection. 

Can actually see how data has been divided up across the cluster.

The chunk range goes from -∞ (MinKey) to ∞ (MaxKey).
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Shard Demo – Step 8

The databases collection contains a list of databases that exist 

on the shards and information about them:

> use config

> db.databases.find()

Every database available is listed here and has some basic information 
available.

You can find a list of shards in the shards collection:

> db.shards.find()

Shard Demo – Step 9

The printShardingStatus function will give you a quick 

summary of the database/collection:
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sh.help()

sh.addShard(host, server:port, or setname/server:port)

sh.enableSharding(dbname) enables sharding on the database dbname

sh.shardCollection(fullName,key,unique)   shards the collection

sh.splitFind(fullName,find)   splits the chunk that find is in at the median

sh.splitAt(fullName,middle)           splits the chunk that middle is in at middle

sh.moveChunk(fullName,find,to)  move the chunk where 'find' is to 'to' 

sh.setBalancerState(<booleen on or not>)   turns the balancer on or off 

sh.getBalancerState()                     return true if on, off if not

sh.isBalancerRunning() return true if the balancer is running on any mongos

sh.addShardTag(shard,tag)          adds the tag to the shard

sh.removeShardTag(shard,tag)   removes the tag from the shard

sh.status()    prints a general overview of the cluster

Object Id

ObjectId(" 51597ca8 e28587 b865 28edfd ”)

• Used for _id

• Generated by the driver if not specified

• Theoretically globally unique

Timestamp

MAC

PID

Counter

12 Bytes

// enabling sharding on demo database
mongos> use demo
mongos> sh.enableSharding(“demo")

// sharding the demo collection
mongos> sh.shardCollection("demo.test",{_id:1})

// create a loop inserting data
mongos> for (x=0; x<10000; x++) {db.test.insert({value:x})}

Sharding on ObjectId
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ObjectId chunk distribution

> sh.status()

shards:

{  "_id" : "shard0000",  "host" : "localhost:30000" }

{  "_id" : "shard0001",  "host" : "localhost:30001" }

databases:

{  "_id" : "test",  "partitioned" : true,  "primary" : "shard0001" }

test.test

shard key: { "_id" : 1 }

chunks:

shard0001 3

{ "_id" : { "$minKey" : 1 } } -->> { "_id" : ObjectId(”...") } 

on : shard0001 { "t" : 1000, "i" : 1 }

{ "_id" : ObjectId(”...”) } -->> { "_id" : { "$maxKey" : 1 } } 

on : shard0001 { "t" : 1000, "i" : 2 }

ObjectId gives a hot shard

minKey � 0 0 � maxKey

� Sharding on incremental values like timestamp is not optimum for even 
distribution

� You can have both hashed and non-hashed indexes.  No-hashed index 
will not be able to route

� What’s the solution to sharding on incremental values as a shard key?

Shard 0 Shard 1
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�Hashed-based Sharding  

MongoDB introduced hashed-based sharding, allowing the user to 
shard based on a randomized shard key to spread documents evenly 
across a cluster. 

Hashed-based sharding is an alternative to range-based sharding, 
making it easier to manage your growing cluster.

Hashed Shard Keys

The MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm is a widely used cryptographic 
hash function that produces a 128-bit (16-byte) hash value. 

MD5 has been utilized in a wide variety of security applications, and is 
also commonly used to check data integrity. 

An MD5 hash is typically expressed as a hexadecimal number, 32 digits 
long.

{x:2} md5 c81e728d9d4c2f636f067f89cc14862c

{x:3} md5 eccbc87e4b5ce2fe28308fd9f2a7baf3

{x:1} md5 c4ca4238a0b923820dcc509a6f75849b

Hashed shard key eliminates hot shards

minKey � 0 0 � maxKey

Create a hashed index used for sharding

Uses the first 64-bits of md5 hash of field

Uses existing hash index, or creates a new one on a collection

Hash both document and embedded document 

Represented as a NumberLong in the JS shell

Under the hood

Shard 0 Shard 1
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Hash on simple or embedded BSON values

> mongod --setParameter=enableTestCommands=1

// hash on 1 as an integer

> db.runCommand({_hashBSONElement:1})

{

"key" : 1,

"seed" : 0,

"out" : NumberLong("5902408780260971510"),

"ok" : 1

}

// hash on “1” as a string

> db.runCommand({_hashBSONElement:"1"})

{

"key" : "1",

"seed" : 0,

"out" : NumberLong("-2448670538483119681"),

"ok" : 1

}

Enabling hashed indexes

Create index

> db.collection.ensureIndex( {field: "hashed"} )

Using hash shard keys

Enable sharding on collection

> sh.shardCollection("test.collection", {field: 

"hashed"})

Options: numInitialChunks

Specifies the number of initial chunks per shard.  

Default is two chunks per shard (use 

“sh._adminCommand” to specify options)
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Sharding on hashed ObjectId

When sharding a new collection using Hash-based shard keys, 

MongoDB will take care of the presplitting for you. 

Similarly sized ranges of the Hash-based key are distributed to 

each existing shard, which means that no initial balancing is 

needed (unless of course new shards are added).

// enabling sharding on demo database

mongos> sh.enableSharding(“demo")

{ "ok" : 1 }

// shard by hashed _id field

mongos> sh.shardCollection(“demo.hash",{_id:"hashed"})

{ "collectionsharded" : “demo.hash", "ok" : 1 } 

Pre-splitting the data

Only happens on new collections

databases:

{  "_id" : "test",  "partitioned" : true,  "primary" : "shard0001" }

test.hash

shard key: { "_id" : "hashed" }

chunks:

shard0000 2

shard0001 2

{ "_id" : { "$minKey" : 1 } } -->> { "_id" : NumberLong("-
4611686018427387902") } on : shard0000 { "t" : 2000, "i" : 2 }

{ "_id" : NumberLong("-4611686018427387902") } -->> { "_id" : 
NumberLong(0) } on : shard0000 { "t" : 2000, "i" : 3 }

{ "_id" : NumberLong(0) } -->> { "_id" : 
NumberLong("4611686018427387902") } on : shard0001 { "t" : 2000, "i" : 4 }

{ "_id" : NumberLong("4611686018427387902") } -->> { "_id" : { "$maxKey" : 
1 } } on : shard0001 { "t" : 2000, "i" : 5 }

Default 2 chunks 
in 2 shards
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Inserting into hashed shard key collection

// create a loop inserting data

mongos> for (x=0; x<10000; x++) {db.hash.insert({value:x})}

test.hash
shard key: { "_id" : "hashed" }
chunks:

shard0000 4
shard0001 4

{ "_id" : { "$minKey" : 1 } } -->> { "_id" : NumberLong("-7374407069602479355") } on : 
shard0000 { "t" : 2000, "i" : 8 }
{ "_id" : NumberLong("-7374407069602479355") } -->> { "_id" : NumberLong("-
4611686018427387902") } on : shard0000 { "t" : 2000, "i" : 9 }
{ "_id" : NumberLong("-4611686018427387902") } -->> { "_id" : NumberLong("-
2456929743513174890") } on : shard0000 { "t" : 2000, "i" : 6 }
{ "_id" : NumberLong("-2456929743513174890") } -->> { "_id" : NumberLong(0) } on : 
shard0000 { "t" : 2000, "i" : 7 }
{ "_id" : NumberLong(0) } -->> { "_id" : NumberLong("1483539935376971743") } on : 
shard0001 { "t" : 2000, "i" : 12 }

Even distribution of chunks

Explain plan of an equality query

Uses the hashed index

mongos> db.hash.find({x:1}).explain()
{

"cursor" : "BtreeCursor x_hashed",
"n" : 1,
"nscanned" : 1,
"nscannedObjects" : 1,
"millisShardTotal" : 0,
"numQueries" : 1,
"numShards" : 1,
"indexBounds" : {

"x" : [
[

NumberLong("5902408780260971510"),
NumberLong("5902408780260971510")

]
]

},
"millis" : 0

}
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� Tag Aware Sharding

Tags in a sharded cluster are pieces of metadata that dictate 

the policy and behavior of the cluster balancer. 

Using tags, you may associate individual shards in a cluster 

with one or more tags. 

Then, you can assign this tag string to a range of shard key 

values for a sharded collection. 

When migrating a chunk, the balancer will select a destination 

shard based on the configured tag ranges.

The balancer migrates chunks in tagged ranges to shards with 

those tags, if tagged shards are not balanced.

To migrate chunks in a tagged environment, the balancer selects 

a target shard with a tag range that has an upper bound that 

is greater than the migrating chunk’s lower bound. If a shard with 

a matching tagged range exists, the balancer will migrate the 

chunk to that shard.

After configuring tags on the shards and ranges of the shard key, 

the cluster may take some time to reach the proper distribution 

of data, depending on the division of chunks (i.e. splits) and the 

current distribution of data in the cluster. 

Once configured, the balancer will respect tag ranges during 

future balancing rounds.

Shard ranges are always inclusive of the lower value and 

exclusive of the upper boundary.

Example: Given a sharded collection with two configured tag 

ranges, such that:

Shard Key values between 100 and 200 have tags to direct corresponding 
chunks to shards tagged NYC.

Shard Key values between 200 and 300 have tags to direct corresponding 
chunks to shards tagged SFO.

In this cluster, the balancer will migrate a chunk with shard key 

values of 168 to a shard tagged NYC and 234 to SFO.
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Tag a Shard

Associate tags with a particular shard using the 

sh.addShardTag() method when connected to a mongos 
instance. 

A single shard may have multiple tags, and multiple shards may 

also have the same tag. 

You may remove tags from a particular shard using the 

sh.removeShardTag() method when connected to a mongos 
instance, as in the following example, which removes 

the ORD tag from a shard:

Example: Adds the tag NYC to two shards, and the tags SFO and 

ORD to a third shard:

sh.addShardTag("shard0000", "NYC") 

sh.addShardTag("shard0001", "NYC") 

sh.addShardTag("shard0002", "SFO") 

sh.addShardTag("shard0002", "ORD")

sh.removeShardTag("shard0002", "ORD")

Tag a Shard Key Range

Assign a tag to a range of shard keys use sh.addTagRange() 
method when connected to a mongos instance. 

Any given shard key range may only have one assigned tag. 

You cannot overlap defined ranges, or tag the same range 

more than once.

Example: Given a collection named users in the records database, 

sharded by the zip code field. Assign two ranges of zip codes in 

Manhattan and Brooklyn the NYC tag; one range of zip codes in San 

Francisco the SFO tag.

sh.addTagRange("records.users", { zip: "10001" }, { zip: "10281" }, "NYC") 

sh.addTagRange("records.users", { zip: "11201" }, { zip: "11240" }, "NYC") 

sh.addTagRange("records.users", { zip: "94102" }, { zip: "94135" }, "SFO")
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Remove a Tag From a Shard Key Range

The mongod does not provide a helper for removing a tag 

range. 

You may delete tag assignment from a shard key range by 

removing the corresponding document from the tags collection 

of the config database. 

Each document in the tags holds the namespace of the 

sharded collection and a minimum shard key value.

Example: Remove the NYC tag assignment for the range of zip 

codes within Manhattan:

> use config

> db.tags.remove({ _id: { ns: "records.users", min: { zip: "10001" }}, tag: "NYC" }) 

View Existing Shard Tags

The output from lists tags associated with a shard. 

A shard’s tags exist in the shard’s document in the shards 
collection of the config database. 

To return all shards with a specific tag, for example, return only 

those shards tagged with NYC:

> use config

> db.shards.find({ tags: "NYC" }) 

You can find tag ranges for all namespaces in the tags 
collection of the config database. The output of sh.status() 
displays all tag ranges. To return all shard key ranges tagged 

sh.status() with NYC:  

> use config

> db.tags.find({ tags: "NYC" })
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Sharding and Replication

Summary

Sharding for scaling your application

Sharding for shared application data

Segregates data

By reducing data sets in any single database

Range-based Sharding

Most efficient for applications that operate on ranges

Requires careful shard key selection

Hash-based Sharding

Uniform writes – random and evenly distributed

Equality queries directed to a specific shard, ie. Field: “value”

Tag-Aware Sharding

Customization for special needs 
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Lab#5 Sharding
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